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This paper outlines a working prototype which
suggests a distributed Computer-Aided Architectural
Design (CAAD) system to promote a new model of
collaborative design. Recently, there has been a
growing interest in distributed CAAD integration due
to the needs of direct collaboration among project
participants.The potential for the integration of
information is expected to have a tremendous impact
on architecture and the construction industry.The aim
of this research is to provide a new paradigm for a
CAAD system by combining research on integrated
CAAD applications with recent collaboration
technologies.The proposed system has been designed
and a prototype implemented to produce enough
guidelines to foster interest in the development of
future CAAD systems on the Internet.To this end,
two different scopes of implementation are evaluated:
first, global architecture and the functionality of a
distributed CAAD system; and, second, the association
of an architectural application to the system.
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1. Introduction
Computer-Aided Architectural Design (CAAD) has an increasingly
important role in the architectural professions as a tool for visualizing and
documenting their solutions. Currently, CAAD systems have adequately
satisfied several demands.They have dramatically improved the accuracy and
consistency of working drawings, enabled fabricators to visualize their ideas
in three-dimensions, allowed the analysis of final designs through data
exchange and integrated databases, and even allowed the designers to
evaluate designs based on comparisons to previous cases and/or the
formalization of grammars.
The increased complexity in technical support systems and the
fragmentation resulting from the addition of many more individuals to a
building project, however, have made the design process far too
complicated. In addition, the lack of collaboration in knowledge or
information representation strategies has made the communication during
the design and construction phases more difficult.
Efforts have been made to encourage the development of collaborative
design systems to enable their use in the design phases.The Internet is a
solution to allow the design systems to be used simultaneously with various
interactions, and ICT (Information and Communication Technology) has
been an essential concept for supporting collaboration in architectural
design.
This study will investigate how architects can collaborate using
distributed technology, especially in the early design stages which mainly
involve their cognitive work, and aims to gain insight into the advantages
and shortcomings of such an approach. From this insight, it is envisioned
that specific recommendations will be made for future development of
distributed collaborative architectural design systems.
This evolutionary collaborative virtual environment system has been
designed to support location-independent shared design process in
architecture.The potential of DVE (Distributed Virtual Environments)
technology for the system is widely used to extend the physical workspace
of clients into the virtual environment, and this promising technology will
help improve design productivity and quality, and achieve more transparency
in the design process [11].Through this paper, the architecture of a
distributed collaborative design processor, ARCH:DMUVR (ARCHitectural
Support of Distributed Multi-User Virtual Reality), is investigated and some
experiments that examine design workflow tasks performed within the
environment are presented. In addition, an application scenario offers an
alternative for design evaluation practice using ARCH:DMUVR.The scenario
will also include a demonstration of virtual settings and scenes that may be
cooperative places for remote participants, such as planners, designers,
architects or engineers discussing possible alterations to designs.
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2. System ARCHitecture
Much research has been done on the issue of integration of CAAD system
with various approaches to product modeling and neutral file exchange
format.There have been three major phases of CAAD development in the
last decades; stand-alone CAAD system, segregation of CAAD applications
with specific functionality and finally efforts to integrate those discrete
CAAD components. A distributed environment of integrated CAAD
components on remote sites is expected to be the next phase.Thus, the
research aims at contributing to the next phase of CAAD, which depends
on rapid Internet growth.
The proposed distributed system can be parceled into four discrete
elements: a core model in the CAAD modeler, a supporting Database
Management System (DBMS), an abstract visualization model in VRML
(Virtual Reality Modelling Language) browser and a knowledge-based
application. A DBMS is involved in this system to support defining,
constructing, and manipulating databases for other system components. All
system components are connected to one another as part of a distributed
CAAD system.The data flow in one or two directions: between 1) CAAD
and database system, 2) VRML and database system, 3) CAAD and VRML
application.The communication between components is supported by direct
manipulation and direct information mapping, and the framework of
network connections among these components is provided with the
CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture) distributed object
computing environment.
A component in CORBA is intended to behave like an object or object
server to a client application, even though it may or may not actually be
written in an Object-Oriented (OO) language like C++.This component
encapsulation of an application is done by representing it with the Interface
Definition Language (IDL), and by hiding the actual details of the application
and its location from the client. In particular, the CORBA object model
provides a strong separation of interface from implementation. CORBA is
oriented to the component subsystem, or server, level rather than the
individual object level.The CORBA IDL is not pure OO technology; it is
more a tool for encapsulating things to make them look like objects to a
client.
Knowledge-based applications are available to the designer from remote
domain locations through the Internet.These application servers get input
from architects and give feedback either through an intermediary application
viewer on the Web or directly back to the CAAD modeler through the
open database connectivity (ODBC). Along with the core model and the
application viewer, a VRML model abstracted from the core model will be
used to provide a better understanding of the project structure of the core
model and the feedback from the remote applications. Hence, the future
research of a core – abstract model mapping and manipulation tool is based
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on the importance of communication and interface design in a distributed
CAAD system.
The core model is to be manipulated and maintained in the CAAD
modeler using the modeler’s built-in interface.This core model offers a
complete geometric description of building project and gateway to the
whole distributed system from a user’s point of view when executing design
tasks by generating and modifying the project model. In addition to the
CAAD modeler’s own interface utilities for direct manipulation, this core
model will receive immediate feedback from the three other components
by passing and updating information of current status to them.This is
important in order to achieve direct manipulation among all four
components in an integrated way, as well as individually.Thus, most of input
and output operations will be performed through this core model to satisfy
the issue of consistency and effectiveness.
 Figure 1. Proposed distributed
CAAD system
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The abstract model is designed to enable architects to browse building
information interactively, in a hierarchical order. In the abstract model,
building components can be classified with zones, floors, rooms, doors and
windows, etc.These components are then assigned with simple 3D entities
such as spheres and cubes based on their class. Selecting the 3D-node
object explodes to the next level of a set of child 3D-nodes, which belong
to the selected one.When selection reaches a 3D node with no child node,
detailed information of the component is provided in a text format. Also,
entity size and color give supplementary information about the
corresponding building objects.When the mouse is left over an entity,
additional information is given in a text window.
In this paper, a distributed collaborative design system, ARCH:DMUVR,
to support more efficient communication and interaction among multiple
participants in the design process, is proposed.The scope of development
and functions of this application is narrowed to focus on its major
contribution to the distributed system – a tool to test the integration
performance of the proposed system.

3. Key features of ARCH:DMUVR
There can be various architectural applications available in a distributed
virtual design environment. Designers and engineers can meet in the virtual
counterpart of a new building before the first foundation stone is laid. In the
early design stages, the effects of building design projects can also be
visualized through a virtual world for participating decision makers.This way,
collaborative design processes can be simulated without consumption of
real materials. Nowadays, such experiments are getting more effective for
the actual building process by using Distributed Multi-User Technologies
(DMUTech) for the Internet.
This section is concerned with the design and realization of distributed
collaborative virtual environment using DMUTech, named ARCH:DMUVR, a
working prototype of 3D computer-generated design environment, which
actively supports collaboration between distributed participants.The
approach taken in this system reflects both the management of
interpersonal communication and the utilization of connection in distributed
systems.
The role of ARCH:DMUVR here is to help architects make better design
decisions with real-time presentation, communication, collaboration,
feedback, and evaluation, especially in geometric aspects of the building
design.The following key characteristics of the distributed systems have
been reviewed and prototyped in terms of computation to gain successful
implementation of ARCH:DMUVR:
1. Presentation:There is a notional world or space presenting design
proposals, which is the virtual environment, generated from the core
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design model, activated as the abstract model, and visualized by VRML
plug-in for the Internet browsers.
2. Representation: Every client is represented or embodied within the
virtual environment using avatars and is visualized to other users by
means of this embodiment to enhance access and comprehension.
Each user is autonomous and able to move independently around the
virtual environment. Building design components which are objects in
the virtual environment are extracted from the scene-graph, and
represented by a separate Graphical User Interface (GUI) called 3D
Building Object Editor for the system.
3. Communication and Collaboration: Participants can communicate
and collaborate in many different ways through different
communication channels within the computational and networking
domains. A chatting window, for example, is provided for textual
intercommunication using a specific communication channel, and a
3D Building Object Editor is used for distributed collaborative design
among distributed participants through a different communication
channel.
4. Decision-Making:The proposed system is also concerned with
improving the support for collaborative decision-making based on
observations of critical issues in agreement and negotiation drawn
from the discipline of social science.When a participant in the design
team attempts to update a design proposal, for instance, an
agreement must be reached from all other connecting users via a
networked agreement procedure in the system.
5. Evaluation:The most important concept for evaluation is
observations of and reflections on the effectiveness and
shortcomings of the distribution aspects of the developed system. A
dynamic Web-based system evaluating application is implemented for
the purpose of those observations, and its data are gotten from the
user inputs, stored as weighted-values in the server, retrieved by the
clients when requested, and reviewed by experts for future
development.
ARCH:DMUVR has focused on supporting the tasks of reviewing
existing shared environments, altering design objects, distributing modified
design alternatives to all users in real time, and evaluating distributed virtual
worlds, and for this prototype, the following implementation techniques,
languages, and protocols have been employed:
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1. 3D Building Objects and Scenery:The scenery, as well as the 3D
objects and some of their behaviors are coded in and presented
through VRML.
2. Programming: Behaviors that happen during collaboration and all
other programs running on the central server and the client are
written in Java. JDBC (Java DataBase Connectivity) is used for
database communication to Java applets.The CFML (ColdFusion
Markup Language) programming language is also utilized to support
entry and processing Web forms and applications.
3. Knowledge-Base: A GIS (Geographic Information Systems) application
as a knowledge-based system is designed and implemented in order
to select a target site to be connected and examined by the main
system.The GIS applet is written in Java and located on the client
side as an access level to ARCH:DMUVR.
4. Intra-Browser Communications:VRML and Java communicate through
specific programming methods and interfaces; Java applets
communicates with the VRML browser through the External
Authoring Interface (EAI). Java code encapsulated in the scene-graph
uses the Java Scripting Interface in some parts to access the scenegraph.
5. Networking: For network communication, application layer protocols
like the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) are used. Java network
applications are implemented on top of these, as well as the
transport layer protocols, such as Transfer Control Protocol (TCP)
and CORBA. CORBA is an architecture for distributed, OO systems
and achieves platform independence through a standardized protocol
called Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP).
ARCH:DMUVR uses multiple communication channels that can be
categorized in two major communication patterns in which communication
is structured and organized within the system. A common distinction is
between:
1. Server-client communication, in which one particular process, the
server, provides a service to one or more other processes, the
clients; and
2. Peer-to-peer communication, which takes place between two
comparable programs or processes with similar or identical roles.
Since there is diversity in realizing communication between different
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design processes, such as between different participants who have different
knowledge-bases, the main communication option of the 3D Building Object
Editor is direct peer-to-peer communication using CORBA. In addition, the
central server which already controlled a few other communication
channels cannot become a bottleneck in this way.
In summary, ARCH:DMUVR is a kind of hybrid architecture that handles
the following six main communication channels relative to the key features
of the system introduced previously, for effective collaboration on the
network:

 Figure 2. Overall scheme of
ARCH:DMUVR

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Virtual Reality Presentation:TCP, Port #5000.
Avatar and Object Representation:TCP, Port #6000.
Communication Interface:TCP, Port #7000.
Collaborative 3D Building Object Editor: IIOP.
Agreement/Voting Interface for Negotiation:TCP, Port #8000.
Evaluator: IIOP.
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4. System Implementation
A VRML browser usually allows two primitive network operations: hyperlinks and inclusion of media stored on different servers in the network.
DMUTech is used for all aspects of network communication in multi-user
worlds which have not been provided by the VRML browser. Essential
requirements of DMUTechs are listed below [14]:
1. Adding, Removing, and Modifying Objects: If a user enters or leaves
the world, or adds, removes, or alters an object, these changes must
be performed in the view of all users. Users and objects must be
registered; some objects might be owned by specific users.
2. Dispatching Changes: If an avatar or a scene object changes its
position, orientation or state in some way, its new information must
be the same in the views of all users. Users may have different rights
to change objects and to choose modifying applications.
3. Text and Media Transmitting: Real-time text or media transmissions,
similar to those used for Internet-conferencing tools, should ease
communication among users.
The VRML browser and the Java applets can communicate via the EAI.
But, for the transmission of time-uncritical, large-scaled messages among
browsers, it would be better to use CORBA and its network protocol, IIOP.
These browsers are now capable of communicating through an Object
Request Broker.The programmer no longer needs to write code for sending
messages to other hosts, but simply calls methods of the objects, which
actually exist at other hosts where the methods get executed. For textual
interaction between browsers, which is actually interacted by participants,
IIOP is too slow, and TCP is more appropriate for their communication.
Java offers a rich set of protocols for network communication.These
include HTTP connection,TCP, and distributed objects using IIOP, but it also
provides interfaces like the EAI to access Java programs. Hence, it is possible
to control a 3D scene from Java or a Java applet. Other instances of the
system can run on different computers and these instances can communicate,
synchronize and enforce consistency by using Java network programming.
In sum, the following are used in the implementation of ARCH:DMUVR:
•
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Java- and EAI-based Approaches:With the EAI, it is possible for an
applet in a standard Web browser to access the scene-graph of an
embedded VRML browser as a Plug-In.Thus, a multi-user browser
with integrated DMUTech can be implemented as Java applets in a
Java-enabled browser.This approach requires communication
channels using TCP, a wire protocol between application layers.
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•

CORBA-based Approaches: CORBA is an architecture for distributed
objects in heterogeneous networks and allows objects to mutually
access their services.The services provided by an object are specified
as Interface Definition Language.These specifications are helpful not
only for the programmer but also for other objects invoked
dynamically. In the CORBA architecture, objects can be implemented
in different languages. CORBA also offers a variety of services for
distributed systems.

•

ARCH:DMUVR aims at providing a virtually integrated work space,
although its contents are comprised of various components brought
from many sources.The flowchart shown on Figure 3 presents those
components by stepping through the implementation scenarios.

 Figure 3. Implementation scenario
of ARCH:DMUVR

4.1. GIS-based expert system (Access level I)
ARCH:DMUVR can be started at two different levels; one is an expert
system component accessed by designers who need to perform an initial
task of building site analysis and selection.The scope of development and
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functions of this GIS knowledge-based application will be narrowed to focus
on its major contribution to the distributed system to test accessibility and
usability of the prototype, as not only the entry level to be integrated into
the main system, but also as a stand-alone, specific-purpose application.The
other access lever is the main entrance to ARCH:DMUVR for all other
normal participants, and is clarified in the following section.
An analyzing process on the GIS expert system determines a building
site that is connected to and examined in detail through ARCH:DMUVR.
The GIS expert system is a Java applet, a starting application on the Web, to
be linked to the main collaboration process in an electronic way by posting
building site information, and searching and retrieving the most relevant
application routed from connecting clients in order to present a building
model for the posted site.
This application provides a few basic GIS analysis tools which appear in
most common GIS software, such as ArcView; they include mapping urban
properties; searching specific blocks by query techniques; showing
 Figure 4. GIS-based site chooser as
designer’s access level
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geographic information as query results; connecting aerial photographs for
requested zones; and so on.

4.2. Design visualization interface (Access level II)
This interface is the way in which ARCH:DMUVR is accessed by normal
users and visualized to all connecting participants. It is anticipated that the
system will normally be used with 3D graphics, and this is basically reflected
in the design of a 3D GUI and has been supported by VRML browsers as
shown in Figure 5. At the top of this main window is the 3D graphical view
of the building design visualized by CosmoPlayer. An abstract VRML model is
launched into the interface for the previously selected building model, and
clients’ avatars are bound to the built VR environment.This shows a view
into the virtual world as the graphical client of ARCH:DMUVR. At the
bottom of the window is the communication interface which makes it
possible for users to communicate with each other about the building
model through textual exchange and share information.The user connecting
to the system requires an authentication.
The Design Visualization Interface interacts with a Java application which
provides tools to connect the authoring functions for the built VR
 Figure 5. Design visualization
interface as normal user’s access level
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environment, show the world information such as building layer and user
connection properties, and link supplementary features of design evaluation
applications.

4.3. Application launcher
Specific building component data to be used in the application server can be
obtained either continuously from the client’s local computer using
middleware via IIOP, as long as the connection with the client is maintained,
or discretely by packages of data through the database repository at
reasonable time intervals.While connected to the server application, the
client can receive real-time mapping results from the server.
 Figure 6. Flow of distributed
collaboration
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ARCH:DMUVR has a feature to bring data into the 3D Design Object
Editor, which is a GUI support of the collaborative design environment; that
is, CoDesign on the menu bar of the initial ARCH:DMUVR system calls the
Application Launcher, which shows available applications distributed on the
Internet and allows the user to launch those applications.
Whenever an application is requested from the user by choosing an item
from the Application Launcher, it searches the Internet using the naming
service provided by CORBA, and connects to the local computer which
owns relevant applications and data. All loaded geometric data from the
local computer can be mapped to the 3D Design Object Editor, and
transformed to 3D graphic components. Modified data using this editor are
passed to the Design Visualization Interface, examined above, for a VR
presentation, and dispatched to all participating users for collaboration.

4.4. Avatars and distributed representation

 Figure 7. Distributed
representations of distributed avatars

In multi-user environments, avatars play an important role as the virtual
representation of a user. It is located at the viewpoint of the representing
user from which she or he looks at the scene.The shape of the avatar
determines how the user is seen by other users. If a user navigates through
the scene and moves the viewpoint, the avatar also moves in the views of
the other users.
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Clients are able to participate in the collaborative virtual environment
and interact with other clients through avatars. In decision-making stages,
the role of the avatars is more important. For example, if a conflict occurs
between different experts during the decision-making process in adjusting
the dimension of the building component in a design proposal, and if they
want to investigate the target component at the same viewpoint, they are
easily able to move to the point of interest by recognizing the other avatars
in the scene.The position of the moving avatar is immediately notified to all
other avatars, and its changes are instantly reflected in the scene.This way,
one avatar who suggests the meeting at a specific location in the scene, can
move first to the spot and lead other avatars to the same spot; this will help
the users collaborate smoothly and make better decisions.

4.5. 3D Collaborative design object editor
3D geometric building data transferred from the client’s local database are
mapped to the 3D Design Object Editor and visualized in the Design
Visualization Interface.The Design Object Editor is a specific application that
is owned by a client and distributed on the Internet. Currently,
ARCH:DMUVR can connect six different distributed applications and
databases categorized by building components, such as slabs, columns, walls,
windows, doors, and lighting; it is assumed that each application belongs to a
different knowledge-based client.Those applications control the
components of the scene-graph in the Design Visualization Interface, and
linkage between the two interfaces is maintained by the application server,
which is an owner of the application.
This 3D GUI is the way in which design proposals are authorized in 3D
graphics.The building objects can be drawn using 3D graphic algorithms at
the central canvas, and can be modified by altering the properties at the
right-side in this interface. Altered data using this editor are transferred to,
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not only the central server to dispatch them to all clients for their modified
VR visualization, but also to the application server from which the 3D
Design Object Editor was originally launched, in order to pass those data to
other clients’ Design Object Editor interfaces and to change their drawings
simultaneously.The current version of the 3D Design Object Editor
supports collaboration only in geometric aspects of the building design due
to limitation of the building property data.
Supplemental functions for design manipulation are also provided at the
bottom of the interface. Such tools are not for collaboration, but for
personal operations between current single user’s 3D Object Editor and the
VR Visualization Interface.Those actions are network-independent and not
broadcast to other clients. For example, as shown in Figure 9, when a user
wants to remove the upper slab from the scene for a better view, this
action can be requested at the 3D Object Editor, and the results are shown
directly in his visualization interface.The axes on the canvas can also be
toggled individually.
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4.6. Agreement interface
One of important requirements for operating ARCH:DMUVR is the
security consideration. During collaboration, the scene-graph must be
protected all the time from any possible bad behaviors or accidental
changes. For this purpose, at the middle of the design update procedure is
the Agreement Interface.This interface plays an important role in mediation
of different opinions arising from the decision-making process.When a
client attempts to update a design proposal with the 3D Object Editor, this
action is immediately notified to all other clients who can grant or deny
access to data and its behavior by responding to the Agreement Interface, as
shown in the middle of Figure 10.
This interface uses the voting system, although the rule of getting
agreement can be considered in various forms. Users’ responses are
anonymously collected in the server machine, and the server returns the
voting result to all clients. Once the applicant for the design update acquires
the votes for agreement from half or more of the respondents, the design
proposal can be modified.This networked agreement procedure will help
the design participants collaborate in a reasonable, positive manner.

4.7. Communication interface
Every time the user navigates through the scene, the VRML browser sends
position and rotation information to the server.When a second or third
browser loads the same scene, it also connects to the server. From that
point, movement information from one browser is sent to other browsers
and is shared via the server.With this interaction between users, the VR
system interface will make it possible to develop a real-time collaborative
system for architectural environments via the Internet.
The ARCH:DMUVR system includes a communication interface which is
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a tool for sharing clients’ messages, remarks, and immediate thoughts while
navigating through the virtual places. All open interactions occurring are
displayed in a textual chatting window identifying other clients and their
actions within the scene.This communication interface is called when the
client-side applet is activated and the contents of the communication are
recorded in a server-side log file.
Afterwards, all the information logged into the system can be analyzed,
and attached to design updates for tested environments.The communication
interface has a link to the evaluation interface which enables the clients to
leave more specific comments.This feedback procedure will enable every
member-user to participate collaboratively in a step-by-step design process.

4.8. Evaluating application
The participants in the system not only can communicate through the
interface and leave their annotations, but can construct their evaluation
criteria for four major characteristics for a building presentation, which is
the most crucial aspect of a collaborative environment:Well-formedness,
Completeness, Generality, and Efficiency [10].
These interactive additions for evaluation criteria are to support many
different characteristics for different surroundings.They need to be stored
so that other clients can participate later. ColdFusion scripts have been
implemented to handle them and interacted with the system database that
supports the ODBC standard. Application pages are the functional parts of
a ColdFusion application, including the user interface pages and forms that
handle data input and format data output.
The evaluation interface supports several Web page forms through serverside ColdFusion scripts, which assist to create new evaluation values, enter
clients’ evaluations, and save them into the database with login information.This
ColdFusion access to the database and to Java applications is possible by JDBC
technology based on the ODBC. In general, ODBC enables direct connection,
making two discrete systems integrated. JDBC serves as a mechanical joint
between programming code objects and project database entities.
Evaluations consist of scoring evaluation criteria by selecting a radio
button associated with a score value, and leaving a comment for each
criterion in a text field. Scores and comments entered in the form are sent
to the server-side and saved in the system database with a client ID and a
date written. A later appendix from other clients can be filled out through
the same interface and added immediately to the database as new records.
Then, all evaluations stored will be retrieved and displayed on the result
form in chronological order (See Figure 11).
Scores given to each criterion are calculated by some functions, such as
MAX, MIN and AVG, embedded in the Structured Query Language (SQL)
and displayed on the result form.This evaluation result will allow the clients
to review the building presentation and the design objects [7].
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 Figure 11. Results of evaluation

5. Conclusion
This paper proposed that what is needed for effective computer-aided
collaborative design is an integrated application environment, using
distributed collaboration technology, which is accessible and comprehensible
to all the professionals in the building design team, which not only allows
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the sharing of information but also the sharing of understanding, and which
facilitates the development of design tools for different aspects that can be
plugged into it, and details the additional solution to a shared building
representation for the envisioned collaborative design environment.
This paper also presented the possibility of a distributed system for
architectural purpose.The distributed object approach to integration has
benefits when we consider the current technological and economic state of
architectural collaboration. Instead of integration being achieved through
static models that define the structure of shared information, the
collaboration models were able to be distributed through a network to be
easily accessed and modified from multiple users in different locations.This
approach will promote the use of computers on-site, in new terms of
Network-Aided Architectural Design (NAAD).
The contributions of this research fall into five categories:
1. The concept of a core model combined with the distributed
computing approach articulates the complex nature of design
development and information management into one well-defined
domain. Using this core model as a central work object, the system
can eliminate inconsistency of information storage and flow.
2. The visualization and manipulation of the abstract model lightens the
architects’ cognitive burden in various design tasks. 3D-based direct
manipulation and mapping concepts are incorporated in the design
and implementation process.The potential of a Web-based modeling
markup language such as VRML is demonstrated, and also the power
of an object oriented programming language is examined; Java offers
satisfactory flexibility and availability of this abstract model to the
proposed distributed CAAD system.
3. The use of legacy DBMS that follow the CORBA standards for
project databases enhance the developed system’s compatibility to
many existing CAAD systems as well as existing expert systems.
4. A knowledge-based application, directly connected to three other
components (legacy modeller, abstract model, and DBMS) makes it
possible to test the performance of the distributed system as a design
tool; adaptability of the system for future uses with other
applications are also evaluated.
5. This research proposes an abstract model designed to provide a
CAAD information interface for the Internet.This abstract model
not only provides supplementary visualization tools for in-house
project participants, but it also becomes an interface for remote
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participants who need a simplified project information-browsing tool.
In sum, the Internet provides participants in the design team with a
low cost collaboration environment.
The central theme around which this work has been organized is that of
distribution. Existing integrative multi-user design systems can be used to
build collaborative design authoring system; however, they do not explicitly
consider distribution as a tool of communication and collaboration.
ARCH:DMUVR attempts to become a general-purpose distributed VR
system with features including a well-defined API (Application Programming
Interface); non-specialist world authoring tools; direct manipulation of virtual
objects; and a systematic model of object behavior. It lacks, however, support
for popular graphical file formats of core models, such as AutoCAD and
form·Z; that is, results of virtual object manipulation and world
implementation with abstract models cannot be transmitted back to the
core models in the current version.This feature will be researched and
developed for the next version of ARCH:DMUVR. In addition, 3D-based
direct manipulation and mapping concepts are incorporated in the design
and implementation process as future work.
By using the features of the CORBA distributed computing framework,
an efficiently integrated CAAD application system can be built on the
Internet. Ultimately, it enables, by experimenting with the prototype
distributed collaborative design system, the testing of practical levels of
system implementation and functionality to draw potential uses and
collaborative tasks in the AEC (Architecture, Engineering, and Construction)
industry.
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